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ABSTRACT 
Let F denote either the complex field C or the real field R. Let V be S,(F) or 
K,,(F), the vector spaces of all n X n symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices, 
respectively, over F. For c = (c,, , c,) # 0 with cr > . ’ . > c,, > 0, the c-spectral 
norm of a matrix A E V is the quantity 
i=l 
where o,(A) > . . . au,,(A) are the singular values of A. Let d=(d,,...,d,)+O 
with d, > . . > d, > 0. We study the linear isometries between the normed spaces 
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(V, II.II,.> and (V, II.lld), by using the fact that they are dual transformations of the 
linear operators which map Z(d) onto Z(c), where 
It is shown that such isometries (and hence their dual transformations) exist if and 
only if c and d are scalar multiples of each other. In such case, we completely 
determine the structure of such isometries, and prove that they and their dual 
transformations belong to a same class of operators. In the proof, we obtain characteri- 
zations of the extreme points of the unit ball in V (for different cases) with respect to 
II. IL which is of independent interest. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F denote either the complex field C or the real field R. Denote by 
S,,(F) and K,,(F) the vector spaces of all n X n symmetric and skew-symmet- 
ric matrices, respectively, over F. We always assume n > 1 to avoid triviality. 
We shall use V to denote any one of these (four altogether) matrix spaces. 
For any nonzero c = (c,, . . . , c,) E R” with ci > * . . > c, 3 0, we define the 
c-spectral norm of A E V by 
IIAIIc = 2 ciai(A), 
i=l 
where a,(A) > . * * 2 a,(A) are the singular values of A. This is a general- 
ization of the spectral norm [when c = (LO,. . , O)] and the Ky Fan k-norm 
(when the first k entries of c are one and the rest are zero). Related to the 
c-spectral norm is the set 
c(c) = (X E V: X has singular values ci >, . . . 2 c,) 
Note that the set C(c) will depend on the underlying space V. When 
V = K,(F), c must satisfy some extra conditions for Z(c) to be nonempty 
[see Lemma 2.1(b)]. For convenience, let R:J denote the set of all nonzero 
vectors (xi,..., x,) in R” satisfying xi 2 * * . > x, > 0. In this paper, we 
study those linear operators T :V + V which satisfy 
(I) llT(A>lld = IIAII, for all A E V or 
(II) TWd)) = Z(c), 
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for a given pair of c, d E R; J . 
The concept of c-spectral norm can also be considered on F,,,,, the 
vector space of all m X n matrices over F, and it plays an important role in 
the study of unit&y invariant norms, i.e., the norms ]I*(( that satisfy 
]]UAV]] = ]]A]] for all m X m unitary U, n X n unitary V, and A E F,,,. In 
[13, Chapter 31, it was shown that every unitarily invariant norm N( *) on 
F ,nXn admits a representation in terms of c-spectral norms, viz., 
N(A) = max( ]]A]], : c E S} for all A E F,,xn, 
where S is a subset of R:. Th us, in a certain sense, every unitarily invariant 
norm is generated from c-spectral norms. In [8] we studied the linear 
isometries from (F,,,.n,ll~Il,) to (F,,,X., ]].]],1>. It turns out that the results 
obtained were useful in characterizing the linear operators which preserve 
certain unitarily invariant norms on F,,,,, (see [9]). For the symmetric or 
skew-symmetric matrix space V, c-spectral norms form an important subclass 
of all unitary-congruence-invariant norms, i.e., the norms ]]*]I that satisfy 
]]UAU’]] = ]]A]] for all n X n unitary U and all A E V. Accordingly, the theory 
developed on c-spectral norms on V is useful in the study of unitary-con- 
gruence-invariant norms (see Section 6). 
The sets C(c) are related to the unitary congruence orbit of C E V, 
denoted and defined by 
8(C) = { UCU’ : U unitary). 
As explained in Section 2, if V = S,(C), K.(C), or K.(R), then c(c) = B(C), 
where C E V has singular values cr,. . . , c,. If V = S,(R), then Z;(c) = 
U{@(C): C has singular values c i, . . . , c,}. The unitary congruence orbit is 
an important concept for the study of symmetric or skew-symmetric matrices. 
If we identify C as a bilinear form on F”, then UCU’ represents the same 
bilinear form with respect to another orthonormal basis in F”. Thus B(C) is 
the collection of all matrix representations of a bilinear form with respect to 
different orthonormal bases. In particular, e(C) contains many special forms 
of the bilinear form (e.g. see [4, 1711, which are useful in theory as well as 
applications of symmetric or skew-symmetric matrices. Moreover, if one 
wants to distinguish two nonequivalent bilinear forms C and D, i.e., D # 
UCUt for any unitary U, one needs to compare O(C) and B(D) instead of 
the original matrices C and D. 
There has been a great deal of interest in studying linear operators 
preserving the orbits of certain equivalence relations. For example, the study 
of rank preservers on FnEx,, and the study of inertia preservers on n x n 
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hermitian matrices are this type of problems. In this paper we study the 
linear operators relating C(c) and C(d) that will clearly lead to better 
understanding of the unitary congruence orbits. 
In the following sections, based upon the fact that a linear operator T 
satisfies (I) if and only if its dual operator T * satisfies (II) (Lemma 2.4), we 
give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such operators, 
and characterize them completely if they exist (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2). To 
prove our main results, we first obtain in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 characteriza- 
tions of the extreme points of the unit ball in V with respect to 11. IIc, which 
are of independent interest. Some related results and problems are discussed 
in Section 5. 
This is the third paper of a series (see [7, 81) concerning the study of 
linear preservers by investigating their dual transformations. To avoid repeat- 
ing the arguments in the two preceding papers, we shall refer to them 
whenever we consider appropriate. Like many other linear preserver prob- 
lems on symmetric or skew-symmetric matrices (e.g., see [12, 14, 151, the 
results obtained look similar to those on the square or rectangular matrix 
spaces, but special treatment is required in each individual case. In fact, in 
the history of the study of linear preserver problems, a lot of examples show 
that people had to (and did) work very hard to get corresponding results for 
symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices after those results have been ob- 
tained for general matrices. In this paper, the basic principle employed is the 
duality between linear preservers, yet many different techniques have to be 
used and developed to establish the results. For examples, the theory of 
canonical forms of matrices and matrix group are required to prove the 
results in Section 3; the theories of differential geometry and Lie groups are 
essential for the proofs in Section 4; delicate combinatorial and geometrical 
arguments are used throughout the paper. Since the results are nontrivial 
and the techniques used could be inspiring, we present the full proofs in this 
note instead of just appending the results to our previous papers. 
One of the referees suggested that we might consider the simpler 
problem by putting c = d, and present the results on skew-symmetric 
matrices without proofs (as the skew-symmetric matrix spaces are less 
important in his/her opinion), in order to shorten the paper. We prefer not 
to do that for several reasons. First, the results involving different c and d 
are of essential importance in the proofs of some general results concerning 
the linear operators preserving unitary-congruence-invariant norms on K.(F) 
or S,,(C) (see Section 6). Moreover, our proofs would not be shortened 
significantly even if we assumed c = d. Second, the skew-symmetric matrix 
spaces can be regarded as spaces of skew-symmetric tensors, which are 
important multilinear structures of wide research interest. Furthermore, we 
have already combined the proofs of the symmetric and skew-symmetric 
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cases whenever it is possible. The detailed proofs for the results on skew- 
symmetric cases are only given in Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 4.6. The 
arguments involved are highly nontrivial, and the techniques could be useful 
for solving other problems of the subject. So we do not omit them. Finally, 
looking at the related problems mentioned in Section 5, one sees that a slight 
change in the underlying matrix spaces or the invariants which are to be 
preserved in a linear preserver problem may cause a complete failure of the 
original method and greatly increase the difficulty of the original problem, 
apart from the fact that one would expect a similar result for the new 
problem. Thus it is not surprising to see that a long paper or a long series of 
papers (such as those on rank preservers) is required to deal with a particular 
linear preserver problem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let U,(C) denote the unitary group in C,,,, and U,(R) denote the 
orthogonal group in R n Xn. For any A E V, let a(A) = (a,(A), . . .,a,,(A)). 
Denote by Eij the n X n matrix with 1 at the (i,j) position and 0 elsewhere. 
If s E R, let [s] denote the largest integral part of s. The following results on 
canonical forms of matrices are classical (e.g., see [2, 41). 
LEMMA 2.1. 
(a) If A E S,(C), then there exists U E U,(C) such that 
(b) If A E K,,(F), th en the nonzero singular values of A must occur in 
pairs, and there exists U E U,(F) such that 
Ik uzi(A)(Ei,r+i - Er+j.j) 
i=l 
where r = [n /2]. 
(c) Zf A E S,(R) has eigenvalues A,, . . . , A,,, then there exists U E U,(R) 
such that 
A=Udiag(A,,...,h”)U’. 
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If X E S,(R), then the singular values of X are the absolute values of the 
eigenvalues of X. By Lemma 2.1(c), we have 
LEMMA 2.2. Let V = S,(R). Zfc = (c,, . . , c,) E R:J, then 
E(c) = (tJdiag(6 icl,...,8,,c”)Uf:U~ U,(R),6i=~1foraZZi}. 
It is known (e.g., see [3, pp. 47-491) that for any n X n complex matrices 
A and X, 
Itr(A 2 ai(A)ai(X). 
i=l 
Using this fact and Lemma 2.1, we easily deduce 
LEMMA 2.3. 
(a) LetAES,(F)=Vandc=(c,,...,c,,)ER;I. Then 
11A11, = max{I tr( XA) 1 :X E C(C)}. 
(b) Let AEK,(F)=V and c=(c, ,..., c,)ER;J. Zfc’=(c; ,..., C;)E 
R:J. is such that 
cei- 1+ cp,j 
'hi-1 = c& = 2 
for 1 ; <i<--, 
c:, = 0 if n is odd, 
then 
With Lemmas 2.1(b) and 2.3(b), if V = K.(F), we shall always assume 
that c=(c,,..., c,) E R:J satisfies czi_i = cai for all 1~ i < n /2, and 
c, = 0 if n is odd. 
Let V = S,(F) or K,,(F). For any A E V, let A* denote the conjugate 
transpose (or transpose, if A is real) of A. Notice that A and A* have the 
same singular values, and hence A E x(c) if and only if A* E Z(C). 
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The linear space V is equipped naturally with the inner product ( *, * ) 
defined by 
(A,B) = tr(AB*) forall A,BEV. 
The dual operator of any linear transformation T :V -+ V is the unique linear 
operator T * : V + V which satisfies 
(T(A)>@ =(&T*(B)) forall A,BEV. 
The following result establishes the duality between those operators which 
satisfy (I) or (II). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let V = S,(F) or K”(F), and c, d E R;J. A linear operator 
T : V -+ V satisfies 
I(T(A)II,=llAll, forall AEV 
if and only if T * satisfies 
T*(S(d)) = C(c). 
Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 1 in [S] (see also the proof of Theorem 
3.1 in [7]). n 
3. EXTREME POINTS OF THE UNIT BALL WITH RESPECT TO I]$ 
In this section, we characterize the extreme points of the unit norm ball 
in V with respect to ]]*]IC. Notice that for V = K”(F), we always assume 
c = (c 1,. . . , c,) E R; J has entries satisfying 
C2k-l = C2k for l<k<[n/2], 
c, = 0 if nisodd. 
Let the unit ball in V with respect to ]I. JIc be 
Bc = {A E V: IIAII, < l}, 
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and the set of its extreme points be 
P+Q 
A+:AZ2 for any distinct P , Q E .G%‘. \ 
“I 
The following theorems give exact characterization of the set 4, for different 
cases of V. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V = S,(F), where F = C or R. Suppose c = 
(c 1,. . . , c,) E R;& is such that exactly k of the first entries are equal, and 
exactly 1 of the last entries are zero (1~ k =G n, 0 < 1~ n - 1). For j = 1,. . , n, 
set sj = <Ci=lci>-l and 
Zf k and 1 satisfy then r$ = 
k=n s,& 
I=n-1 s,k 
k<n,l<n-l,k+l>n-1 s*c, ” s,%, 
k+l<n-2 sl% ” s,%, ” U sjsj 
k<j<rt-1 
Proof. Using arguments similar to those in the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 
2 in [8] and by Lemma 2.1, we can show that 
F,c u sjzj 
l<j<n 
and sjCj G! &c if sjZj does not appear on the right side of the table. 
Moreover, note that (1. IJc can be regarded as a norm on F, Xn, the vector 
space of all n x n matrices over F. If we define 
and the set of its extreme points to be c$+, then 
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and hence 
The set G$‘,’ h as b een characterized completely in [8, Theorem 21. By this 
result, we see that the set &c contains those sjZj’s on the right side of the 
table. n 
THEOREM 3.2. Let V = K.(F), where F = C or R. Suppose c = 
(c ,, . . , c,) = R; 1 is such that exactly 2k of the first entries are equal, and 
exactly n - 2t of the last entries are zero (1 Q k < t < [n /21). Let r = [n /2]. 
Forj=l,..., r, set szj = <Cyi lci>-l and 
If k and t satisfy then EC = 
k=r s2%? 
t=1 s2% 
k<r,l<t,t-k<l sz% u %A, 
t-k>2 s22’2 u s%L u 
Proof. Using arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 1 in [8], 
we can show that 8, c IJ IGibr~2jZ’2j. Let c’=(cZ,c4,...,cZr). Let the unit 
ball in F,,, with respect to IIeIIC, be 
@;= {A E F,,,:IIAllc4}, 
and EC? be the set of extreme points of gG?, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Note that 2 B E JSS’~? if and only if A E gc for 
i 
0 B H--l -R’ 0 @ (0) if n is odd, A= 
0 B 
H---l 
if n is even. 
-B’ 0 
It follows that if 2B E gc?, then A & EC. By this fact and Lemma 2 in [8], we 
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see that Szj~zj C 8, if szjCzj does not appear on the right side of the table. 
For the case k = r, it follows that 
and hence 
Similarly, for the case t = 1, we have 
For the remaining cases, we have t > 1 and k < r. We prove that 
as follows. Suppose A = sa(E,,,+, - E,+,,l). We assume sa = 1 for simplic- 
ity. Suppose A = (P + Q)/2 with P = (pij), Q = (qij) E gC. Then 
P1,,+1 + 91,r+1= 2 = - br+l,l + Yr+,,J 
Moreover. 
2 = Clbl,r+l + 91,r+J +( - CJh+l,l+ 9r+lJ 
G 244 P> + q(Q)] < IlPllc + 1lQ11, f 2. 
Since the inequalities are equalities, we have 
2ClPlJ+l = 2c,a,( P) = llPllC = 2 k c$r,( P) 
i=l 
and 
‘cI~I,~+I = 2c,u,(Q) = IlQII, = 2 C C,ai(Q). 
i=l 
DUALITY BETWEEN 
As t > 1, these imply 
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o(P)=a(Q)=(l,l,O ,...) 0). 
77 
By the fact that r)l.r+l + cI,.+~.~ = 2 = -(pr+i,i + qr+i,i), -we have pl,r+l = 
Yl,r+l = - Pr+1,1 = - 9r+1.1- - 1, and hence A = P = Q. Therefore A l EC 
and sac, c EC. 
Next, consider A = .s~~C~=,(E~,,+~ - E,+j,j). Again we assume s2,. = 1 
for simplicity. Suppose A = (P + Q)/Z with P = (pii>, Q = (qii) E ~8~. Then 
for j = l,..., r we have pj r+j + yj,r+j = 2. It follows that 
k [+')+a;(Q)] a2k for k =1,...,2r. 
j=l 
Hence 
2=2IIAII,=2 i Czj[~~j-l(A)+~~j<A)] 
j=l 
~2 i c&j(P)+o;(Q)] 
j=l 
= IIPII, + IlQll, G 2. 
Since the inequalities are equalities, we have 
5 q(P) = c q(Q) = 2t. 
i=l i=l 
NOW suppose t < r. Then Cfl. ,[ai(P)+ ai 2 4r implies 
a,(P) =aj(Q) =1 for j=l ,...,2r. 
If t = r, then k < t. Since the second inequality in the above expression is an 
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equality, we have 
a,(P) = ... = u,,(P) = ; ,E Ui( P) 
1=1 
and 
ul( Q) = . . . =“2tCQ)=~ ,g ui(Q>’ 
E-l 
It follows that 
Uj( P) = Uj( Q) = 1 for j=l ,...,2r. 
In both cases, we have a(P) = a(Q) = c+(A). It follows that P~,,+~ = qj,r+j = 
- p = - 9r+j,j = 1 for j = l,..., r, and P = Q= A. Therefore A E&~ 
and ‘Ibiza,. c G$. As a result, the conclusion for the third case in the table 
holds. 
For the last case, observe that 
and 
fg+ nv= u szjczj. 
k<j<t 
Thus all the sets on the right side of the table are in gc. n 
Recall that the Ky Fan k-norm of a matrix A is defined by a,(A) 
+ . . . + u,(A). We denote by Bk the corresponding unit ball in V, and by 
Ek the set of extreme points of S?Jk. Using Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we 
determine the number of connected components of &k in the following 
corollary. The information is useful for our discussion in the later sections. To 
present the result, we need the following observations. 
(a) If V = S,(C), then Ej is connected for 1~ j < n. 
(b) If V = S,(R), then Zj has j + 1 connected components of the form 
Cy = {A E Cj : A has s positive eigenvalues} , 
where 0 < s < j. 
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(c) If V = K.(C), then Zsj is connected for I < j < [n /2]. 
(d) Suppose V = K,,(R). Let 
and 
Ut:U,(R), det(U) = 1 
79 
zij= U b (Ei,,+i - E,,,,,) UL:U,(R), det(U) = -1 . 
ii i=l I 1 
Ifl<j<[n/21 or n = 2j + 1, then Czj = 2; = Cij is connected. If n = 2j, 
then Xzj is the disjoint union of the connected sets C$ and C,. 
Observation (a) follows from the facts that U,(C) is connected and 
cj= U LEii U’:U=Q(C) . 
iI’ I i=l 1 
To prove observation (b), note that for 0 Q s < j, 
where Dj = CfcIEii - C{=,+,E,, and U,‘(R) [respectively U;(R)] is the 
collection of all n x n orthogonal matrices with positive [respectively nega- 
tive] determinant. Since UDjU’ = UEDjEtU’ for any U E U,(R), where 
E = I-2E,,, we have 
Z; = {UDjU’:U E U,‘(R)). 
As the set U,‘(R) is connected, CJ is connected. Finally, by considering the 
trace function, we easily see that 25 are mutually disjoint for different s. 
The proof of the observation (c) is the same as that of observation (a). 
For observation (d),’ if 16 j < [n /2] or n = 2 j + 1, the proof is similar to 
that of observation (b). Now suppose n = 2 j. Since S:(R) and S,(R) are 
‘Thanks are due to Professor Leiba Rodman for his helpful discussion which led to this 
proof. 
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connected, 2,:. and “ij are connected. Let A, = C{=I(Ei,r+i - E,+,,i) and 
A, = EAIEf, where E = I -2E,,. To prove 2; and ZG are disjoint. We 
show that if V E U,(R) satisfies VA ,V’ = A,, then det V = - 1. Suppose 
satisfies VA,V’=A,, where Vi ~~~~~ for i=1,...,4. Since VA,=A,V, one 
easily checks that V = EV, where 
As Wt = I, we have V,Vi + V3V,J = Ii and V,Vi = V,Vi. As a result, we may 
apply a condensation formula for the determinant (e.g. see [6]) to get 
det V = det(U,U,’ + U3Ul) = 1. Thus det V = det E det V = - 1. 
Now we are ready to state the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Table 1 giz;es the number of connected components of 
&k in V. 
4. EXISTENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS 
Let V be S,,(F) or K,,(F). In the following we study the conditions for 
which there exists T :V + V satisfying (I) or (II). Then we determine the 
TABLE 1 
Number of connected components of 6’k 
V k satisfies F=C F=R 
S,(F) k=l 1 2 
L<k<n 2 n+3 
k=n 1 n+l 
K,,(F) K=2m with n odd n even 
m=l<[n/2] 1 1 1 
l<m<[n/2] 2 2 3 
m=[n/2] 1 1 2 
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structure of those operators if they exist. Our main results are: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let V = S,,(F) or K.(F), and c, d E R;J. The following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(a) c and d are scalar multiples of each other. 
(b) There exists an isometryfiom (V, II*II,) to (V, Il./Id). 
(c) There exists a linear operator T :V -+ V which maps C(d) onto E(c). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let V = S,(F) or K”(F). Suppose c, d E R;J are scalar 
multiples of each other, and T :V + V is linear. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) T is un isometry from (V,II*jI,) to (V,Il.Jld). 
(b) TWd)) = Z(c). 
(c) There exist U E U,(F) and q = c1 /d 1 or - cl /d, such that one of the 
following hold: 
(i) T(A) = qUAU1 for all A E V. 
(ii) V = S,(R), cr = c2 + cs, cq = 0, and T(A) = q[i(trA)I - UAUt] for 
all A E V. 
(iii) V = K,(F) and T(A)= qUA+U’ for all A E V, where A+ is ob- 
tained from A by interchanging its (1,4) and (2,3) entries, and 
interchanging the (4,l) and (3,2) entries accordingly. 
We remark that the number 77 in Theorem 4.2(c) can always be chosen to 
be positive if F = C. The proofs of the theorems are divided into several 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose 1 < k < n and s > 0. There is no linear operator 
T : S,(C) + S,(C) such that T(&) = SF+. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume s = 1; otherwise 
replace T by s-‘T. Suppose 1 < k < n and there exists T : S,,(C) + S,(C) 
such that T(C,) = Ck. By Lemma 2.4, T* is an isometry from (S,(C), II.llk) to 
(S,(C), II* Ill). It follows that T*(gk) = g1 and hence T *(G?‘~) = El. However, 
by Corollary 3.3, ~9~ and &r have different numbers of connected compo- 
nents. Hence such T cannot exist. n 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose s > 0. There is no linear operator T : S,(C) + S,(C) 
such that T(x,) = SC,. 
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Proof. For simplicity we assume s = 1. Suppose there exists such an 
operator T. Note that 2, is a real manifold, and the tangent space of C, at 
the point E,, is 
YE,,(&) ={i(XE,, + E&):X E H,,), 
where H, is the set of all n X n hermitian matrices. [This may be checked, 
say, by considering the expansion 
UEllUf = eiaXE,,eiEX’= E,, + i~( XE,, + EIIX’) + 0( &“), 
where X=Hn and eiEX= U E U,(C)]. Since the dimension of ‘7E,l<C,> 
equals the rank of the linear system 
XE,, + EIIX’ = 0 with X E H, unknown, 
we have 
Similarly, one may consider the real manifold Z,,. The tangent space of C, at 
any point has the same dimension as the tangent space of E,, at 1. Since 
F1( &,) = {i( X + Xt) :X E H,} 
has dimension n(n + I)/2, if T(I;,) = 2, then 
n(n+1) 
2n-l=dimY,,,(Z,) =dimYr(E,,j(Cn) = 2 
It follows that n = 2, as we always assume n > 1. Further, we may assume 
T(E,,) = I; otherwise replace 7’ by T’ defined by T’(A) = UT(A)U’ for all 
A, where UT(Ell)Ut = 1. Note that 
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and 
F&,=([; i]:a,b,c~R). 
The (complex) dimension of the complex span of ‘7E,{Z,> is smaller than 
that of 9-JIZ,>, which is impossible. So UC,) + C,. n 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose s > 0. If 1 < k < [n /2], then there is no linear 
operator T K.(F) + K,(F) such that T(C,)= SC,,. 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 4.3. n 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose s > 0, n > 2, and r = [n /2]. There is no linear 
operator T : K,,(F) -+ K.(F) such that T(Z,,)= sY,h,., where XL, is a con- 
nected component of Xzr. 
Proof. For simplicity, we assume s = 1 and xi, = C& where n = 2r. 
Suppose such an operator T exists. Note that Zz is a real manifold, and the 
tangent space of Zz at the point A = E,, - E,, is 
q(ZCz)=(i(XA-AIX’):X~H,,} if F=C 
and 
q( 2,) = {XA - A’X’ :X E K,(R)} if F=R. 
It follows that 
dimq(Z.,) = 4n-7 if F=C, 
2n-4 if F=R. 
Similarly, regarding ZL, as as real manifold, we have 
dim YB( Zi,) = 
(4n-l)r-6r” if F =C, 
(2n-l)r-3r” if F=R, 
84 
for any B E C;,. We see that 
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dimq(C,) #dimYs(Zk,) 
unless 
(a) F = R and (n, r) = (5,2) or 
(b) F = R and (n, r) = (8,4). 
For case (a), suppose T is a linear operator on K,(R) and T(Z,,) = Zd. 
Let A = E,, - E,,, B = E,, - E,, + E,, - E,,, C = E,, - E,,, D = E,, - 
En - Es + Ea. Notice that rA + SC E C, and rB + SD E z4 for all unit 
real vectors (r, s). Therefore C E YJs:,) and D E F#,). As T(C,) = Zd, 
we may assume without loss of generality that T(A) = B. Then 
T-‘(D) E T-‘(&(Z.,)) = q(&,), 
and hence T-‘(D) has the form 
T-‘(D) = 
0, P -+I -P’ 0, ’ 
where O,,, is the m X m zero matrix md P E RZX3. Since D E Z4, we have 
T- ‘( D) E C, and hence the singular values of P are 1 and 0. Choose 2 X 2 
and 3 X 3 real orthogonal U, and U,, respectively, such that det U, = 1 and 
If we let U be the orthogonal matrix V,@U,, and replace T by T’ where 
T’(X) = T( UXUt) for all X, 
then the new T will satisfy T(C,)= x4, T(A)= B, and T(C)= D. Hence 
(1) 
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By direct computation, we get 
6(&)n%W = {o(E,, - E,,) + b(E,, - Es,) 
+ c( Es, - E,,):a,b,c~R} 
and 
~(~.,)n~(C,)={a(E,,-E,,)+b(E,,-E,,)+c(E,,-E,,) 
+ d( E,, - Es4)+4E,,- Es, + Es, - E,, 1: 
a,b,c,d,eER). 
As the above subspaces have different dimensions and T is a bijection, 
(1) cannot hold. Hence case (a) cannot happen. 
For case (b), suppose T is a linear operator on K,(R) and T(C,) = 2:. 
Let 
B, = 
[ 1 O bz -1 0 4’ B, = 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product. Then X4_ 1 ai B, E Cz for all real 
unit vectors (al,. . . , a,). Hence 
i~2riaiE~~z~~n~,4+ (2) 
for all unit real vectors (r2. ra,r4). Let A, =(E,, - E,,)E x2. Since T(Z$.,) 
= z,+, we may assume without loss of generality that T(A,)= B,. It then 
follows that T(FA1(2,)) = T(FB$Z.,f 1) and hence 
T(~I(X,)n~,)=~~C:)nP,+. (3) 
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Let Ai = T-‘(B,) for i = 2,3,4. By (2) and (31, 
for all unit real vectors (rq, ra, r4). Note that a matrix A is in F*I(x,)fl z.2 if 
and only if 
A= 
for some unit vectors x E R2 and y E R6. By (41, we may write, for i = 2,3,4, 
Aj = 
02 ‘iYf k---l--l - yix; 0, 
for some unit vectors xi E R” and yi E R6. In general, if xi, xj E R”, yi, yj E 
RY are unit vectors such that for all real 8 there exist some unit vectors 
x, E R” and ys E R9 with 
cosr3xiy: +sin8xjyj’ = xeyi, 
then either xi = k xi and yi, yj are orthonormal, or yi = k yj and xi, xj are 
orthonormal. Using this fact and (41, we conclude that x2, x3, xq are linearly 
dependent and y2, ys, y4 are orthonormal. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume x2 = x3 = x4 = x. Choose any unit vector ys E R6 which is orthogo- 




iFl ‘iAi E z2 
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for all unit real vectors (r ,, . . . , rs). Hence B, = T(A,) will satisfy 
i$lriBiEZtT (5) 
for all unit real vectors (r r,. ., T-,$. Suppose the (Z,m) entry bl,,, of B, is 
nonzero for some 1~ 1~ 4,5 Q m Q 8. Then chose a Bi (1~ i < 4) such that 
its (Z,m) entry PI, is also nonzero, and let 6 = 1 or - 1 satisfy I/31,,,bl,,,] =
Wlnlbl,,. Then the (I, m) entry of B = cos f-I Bi + S sin 13 B,5 has absolute value 
which can be made greater than 1 if 0 > 0 is small enough. Hence the largest 
singular value of B is greater than 1, and thus B E Cz. This contradicts (5). 
Thus we can conclude that B, is of the form 
x 0 [tl for some 0 Y X,Y E K,(R). 
By (5) again, we have 
BiB;=B,B;=[$(B5+Bi)][-&B5+Bi)‘]=I, (6) 
for i = 1,. . ,4. By expanding the third expression of (6) and using some 
cancellation, we have 
(7) 
for i = 1 , . . . ,4. However, the only solution for X, Y, E K,(R) of (7) is X = Y = 
0. This contradicts B E 2:. Hence case (b) cannot happen. 
As a result, it is impossible for T(Z,) = x6,.. W 
LEMMA 4.7. Let V = S,(F) or K,,(F). A linear operator T :V + V satis- 
$es the condition (c) of Theorem 4.2 if and only afits dual transformation T * 
satisfies the same condition. 
Proof. Direct verification (see also Lemmas 9 and 14 in [B]). W 
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LEMMA 4.8. Let V = S,,(C) or K,(F). Suppose c, d E R;J, and T is an 
isometry from (V, II-II.) to (V, ll.lld). Then both T and T* satisfy condition (c) 
of Theorem 4.2. Moreover, c and d are multiples of each other. 
Proof. Let T be an isometry from (V, 11.11,) to (V, II.11,&. Then T acts as a 
bijection between the set of connected components of &c and that of G$. 
First, consider V = S,,(C). Suppose cl ‘X1 is a component of & Then 
T(c, ‘c,) is a component of G$. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, 
we see that d, ‘2 1 must be a component of r$ and is the image of cl ‘Cl 
under T. Therefore (d,/c,)T(Zl)= 2,. By Lemma 2.4, (d,/c,)T* is an 
isometry on (S,(C), 11-111). By a result of Morita [14], T* satisfies condition (cl 
of Theorem 4.2. By Lemma 4.7, T satisfies the condition as well. Moreover, 
for some U E U,(C) depending on T, we have 
Z(c)=T*(2(d))=-$(!H(d)~!~=?P(d), 
1 1 
Thus c = (c, /d,)d. Now suppose c~‘Xr is not a component of gc. Then by 
Theorem 3.1, c?(c) = s,Ti,, where s, = (Cl=, cjlP1. By considering T-’ 
instead of T and using Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we see that G$ 
can only have one component and must be t,C,, where t, = (ry, 1 d,)-l. 
Hence T(s,Z,,) = t,x,, which implies (s, /t,)T(C,) = C,. By Lemma 2.4. 
(s,/t,)T* is an isometry on (S,(C>,]l*]l,). Since ll*j]1 is the dual norm of 
II-IL, (s,, /t,W . IS an isometry on (S,,(C), ]I. l]r>. By the same arguments in the 
previous case, we get the conclusion. 
Next, we consider V = K.(F). Suppose (Zc,>-‘2s is a component of r$. 
By Theorem 3.2 and Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, we see that (Zd,)-‘2, must be a 
component of &I and is the image of (2c,)-‘2, under T. Therefore 
(d, /c,)T(z2) = 2,. By Lemma 2.4, (d, /c,)T* is an isometry on (K”(F), 
II- 112), which is essentially the same as (K”(F), II* III). By the results in [15] 
and [12] (see also [5]), T* satisfies condition (c) of Theorem 4.2. By Lemma 
4.7, T satisfies the condition as well. Moreover, as T* satisfies condition (c) 
of Theorem 4.2, the matrices in the set Z(c) = T*(Z(d)) have vector of 
singular values c i( d 1, . . . , d,)/d,. Thus c = (c,/d,)d. If c;‘C, is not a 
component of gc, we may apply the same arguments as in the case for 
V = S,(C) to get the conclusion. W 
For y=(yr,..., y,) E R”, define 
A( 7) = {X E S,(R) : X has eigenvahies yl, . . . ,Y”). 
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For A E S,(R), the y-numerical radius of A is the quantity 
r,(A)=max{ltr(AX)I:XEA(y)}. 
The concept of y-numerical radius is usually considered for the matrix 
spaces H, or CnXn (e.g. see [6, 71 and their references). However, one easily 
checks that the theory of the y-numerical radius on S,,(R) is the same as that 
on H,. We borrow the results for the y-numerical radius on H,, to prove the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let c,d E RIJ. Suppose k = [n/2], s, = CC:=, ci)-‘, t, = 
(Cl,,d,)-‘. Zfs,C, CC$ and T is an isometry from (S,(R), II.II,) to (S,(R), 
II.lld), then T(s,I%i) = t,zk or T(s,xi) = - t,l5:, where 
2: = {X E 2, : X has k positive eigenvalues) . 
Proof. Let T be an isometry from (S,(R), 11. II,) to (S,(R), II* lid). Then T 
acts as a bijection between the set of connected components of 8c and that 
of G_$. Suppose s,E, c gc. Since + s,l are the only isolated points of gC, 
f T(s,l) must be isolated points of r$. By Theorem 3.1, t,Sn c r&. We may 
assume T(s,l) = t,Z; otherwise consider - T instead of T. Let 6 = 
(6,,...,6,)besuchthat6,=...=~k=1and8k+l=...=~n=-1.Then 
s,,Ck = s,A(S) is a connected component of gc. Therefore, T(s,A(G)) = A(y) 
is a connected component of Ed. We may assume y = (y,. . ., y,) with 
y,> ... zy, is such that the magnitudes of all nonzero hi’s is equal a 
certain constant t. For i = l,.. .,n, let Ai = s,diag(6, ,..., S,,6 ,,..., a,_,) E 
s,A(6). If n = 2k + 1, then 
n 
c Ai = - s,I and hence 2 T(A,) = T( - s,l) = - t,l. 
i=l i=l 
Hence every T(A,) [ E A(s)] has trace - t,. It follows that yi + * * . + y, = 
- t,. Note that if B E Ed has p positive eigenvalues and q negative 
eigenvalues, then 
trB=(p-q) 
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In order that tr B = tr T(A,) = - t,, we must have 
P+q 
C di = 2 di and q-p=l. 
i=l i=l 
Thus y is of the form 
L t )...) t,o )..., 0, _t,...,-t . 1 p + 1 
Next we show that p =“k. Suppose it is not the case. Then T(Ck) = h(y) 
implies (see [7, Theorem 2.11) that T* is an isometry from (S,(R):r,( . )> to 
(S,(R),r,(*)), where p = s,6. So T * is a bijection between the sets of 
connected components of the set of extreme points of the unit balls in the 
two spaces. However, if p < k, the numbers of connected components in the 
two cases are different (see [6, Corollary 2.61). This is a contradiction. As a 
result, we have T(s,X:) = t,Zz. If n = 2k, then using similar arguments to 
the above, we can conclude that y is of the form 
L t ,...) t,o )...) 0, _t,. 1 . 
P I’ 
To prove p = k, we have to modify the arguments because r,,( .I and rP( * >, 
where p = s,6, are not norms on S,(R) ( see [6, 71) in this case. To get around 
this, let a’= s,S + s,(l,. . . , 1) and y’= y + t,(l,. . . ,l). Then T(h(6’)) = 
A( y’). It follows that T* is an isometry from (S,(R), r,,d. 1) to (S,(R), rgf(. 1). 
Now the arguments above apply and we have T(s,Zk) = t,I%k. W 
LEMMA 4.10. Let c,d be in R;J, and T un isomety from (S,(R),I].I],) 
to (S,(R), II* IId>. Then both T and T* satisfy condition (c) of Theorem 4.2. 
Moreover c and d are multiples of each other. 
Proof. Let T be an isometry from (V, II* II,) to (V, II- [Id). Then T acts as a 
bijection between the set of connected components of &c and that of Ed. 
Suppose s,C, c EC, where s, = (cy,, ci>-l. By Lemma 4.9, T(s,Ct) = t,,zt. 
By [7, Theorem 2.31, T satisfies 
(i) (s” / t,)T(A) = qUAUt for all A E S,(R), or 
(ii) n = 2k and (s, / t,)T(A) = q[2(trA)Z/n - UAU’] for all A E S,(R), 
where 77 = f 1. If (i) holds, then by Lemma 4.7, T* satisfies the same 
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condition. Moreover, since T* has the same form, using Lemma 2.4, we have 
s,X( c) = T*(t,S( d)) = qt,UZ( d)U” = t,E( d). 
Thus c and d are multiple of each other. 
NOW suppose case (ii) occurs. We have n = 2k. Moreover, since (i) and 
(ii) are essentially the same when n = 2, we assume n > 4. For simplicity, we 
assume n = 1 and U = 1; otherwise consider T’ defined by T’(A)= 
- U’T(A)U for all A instead of T. Let A, = I, A, = I-2E,,. Then 
(s,, /t,,)T(A,) = I and (s,, /t,,)T(A,) = diag(3n - 4, n - 4,. , n -4)/n. 
Since 
we have 
n(d,+ *.. +d,)=(3n-4)d,+(n-4)(d,+ ... +d,). 
Thus 
nd,=2(cE,+ ... +d,,). 
Next consider B, = ME,, - Z and B, = (M -2)E,, + Z for some sufficiently 






Z - ME,, 
n 
and 
:T( BP) = 
2(M-2+n) 2M-4+n 
Z-B,= I-(M-2)E,,. 
n n n 
Suppose n 2 6 and M is sufficiently large. Then 1(2M - n)/n - MI 2 
(2M - n)/n and 
(n-2;M+ndl+y(d,+ ... +d,) 
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Also, 1(2M-4+n)/n-(M-2)1~(2M-4+n)/n and 
l[T(B,)II,=~ (n-2)y3n+4dl+2M-4+n(d2+ ... +d,) . 
sn i n 1 
Since ll~(~,)lld = llBlllc = II&II, = llN&)ll~ we have 
(4n-4)d,=(2n-4)(d,+ .** t-d,). 
Thus 
(6n-8)d,=(2n-4)(d,+ ... +d,) 
Since nd, = 2(d, + . * f + d,), we have n /2 = (6n - 8)/(2n -4), which is 
impossible for any integer n. Thus T cannot be of the asserted form for 
n z 6. 
Finally, suppose n = 4. Let C, = diag(6,3,2,1> and C, = diag(6,3,2, - 1). 
Then (s, /t,)T(C,) = 61- C, = diag(0,3,4,5) and (s, /t,)T(C,) = 51- C, 
= (- 1,2,3,6). Since IIT(C,)ll~ = llClllc = llCzllc = llT(C,)ll,~ we have 
d, = d, + d, - d,. 
Since nd, = 2(d, + . . - + d,), which implies d, = d, + d, + d, in this case, 
we have d, = 0 and d, = d, + d,. Note that T-’ has the same properties as 
T. Applying similar arguments to T-l, we have 
c,=O and c,=c,-tc,. 
Finally, checking the equation lIT(A) = ]]A]l, for A = diag(l, l,O,O), we 
have that c and d are multiples of each other. Hence T satisfies condition 
(c)(iii) of Theorem 4.2. By Lemma 4.7, T* satisfies the same condition. 
Finally, suppose s,X, c&c. Then by Theorem 3.1, &c must be equal 
c;‘Zr and th us h as only two connected components. Hence Ed also has only 
two connected components. Thus either (i) d, = . . . = d,, or (ii) n = 2 and 
d, = 0. Note that in case (ii), the components of &d are singletons. So 
T(Ec’,) z Ed. Therefore, we have case (i) and hence c and d are multiples of 
each other. Moreover, since (d, /c,)T(X,,) = C,, we have either 
(d,/c,)T(A(S))=A(6)or(d,/c,)T(A(G))= --A(a) S=(l,O,...,O). By 
Theorem 2.3 in [7], T satisfies condition (c) of Theorem 4.2. By Lemma 4.7, 
T* also satisfies the condition. n 
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We are now ready to the proofs of the theorems. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (b) * (c): By Lemma 2.4. 
(a) * (b): Suppose c = rd where r > 0. Then T : V + V defined by 
T(A) = t-A for all A E V 
is an isometry from (Vll.11,) to (V, II.lld). 
(b) * (a): By Lemmas 4.8 and 4.10. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. (a) * (c): By Lemmas 4.8 and 4.10. 
(b) * cc): Suppose T satisfies (b). Then T* is an isometry from (V, ~~*~~,) 
to (V, II.lld) by Lemma 2.4. As T* satisfies condition (a), T* satisfies 
condition (c) also. By Lemma 4.7, T = (T*)* satisfies condition (c). 
(c) * (b) and (c) +. (a): Direct verification. W 
5. RELATED RESULTS AND PROBLEMS 
Since the spaces S,,(R) and H, are very similar, we are able to borrow 
the results on the y-numerical radius on H, to prove our results when 
V = S,(R). In fact, our results and proofs for the case S,,(R) can be modified 
to obtain similar theorems for the space H,. 
Let V be S,(F) or K.(F). For c E RF 1 and A E V, consider the set 
Evidently 
IlAll, = max{ Izl:z E Z3JC( A)]. 
For the linear operators T which satisfy 
gcz(T(A)) = s,(A) forall AEV, 
where c, d E R:J, we easily deduce the following result. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let V be S,(F) or K.(F). Suppose c, d E R: J. A linear 
operator T :V -+ V satisfies 
%(T(A)) = %(A) for all A E V 
if and only if T is un isometry from (V, (1. II,.) to (V, (I- lid). 
As before, we have a corresponding theorem for the space H,. 
Note that by the results in Section 2, if V = S,(C) and K.(F), then 9$A) 
is the same as the C-congruence numerical range of A (see [l, 16, 171) 
defined by 
9e(A)={tr(AUCU’):UEU,(F)}, 
where C is any matrix in v with a(C) = C. However, if V = S,(R), then even 
if C,, C, E V satisfy a(C,> = a(C,>, we may have 9c$A) Z 9c.A). In fact, 
in this case the set L%&(A) is just the y-numerical range of A, which is 
denoted and defined by 
W,(A) = { tr[diag( -y) UAU*] : U E U,(F)) , 
where y is the n-tuple of the eigenvalues of C. Further, we have 
.GBc(A) = u {LZ’c(A):a(C) =c}. 
In [6, 71, we treated the problem of characterizing those linear operators T 
on H, and CnXn which satisfy 
W,(T(A)) =W,(A) for all A, 
or 
r,(T(A)) = r,(A) for all A, 
where y E R” is nonzero and 
r,(X) =max{lzI:zE WY(X)}. 
For any nonzero y, 6 E R”, it would be interesting to determine the structure 
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of those T on H, and C, Xn which satisfy 
W,(T( A)) = W,(A) for all A 
or 
#(A)) = ry(A) for all A, 
if they exist. 
6. NOTE 
After this paper was submitted, the authors [lo] finished another project 
on linear preserver problems concerning the linear operators preserving 
unitary-similarity-invariant norms on H,, i.e., the norms I]* ]I that satisfy 
]/Al] = ](uAU*]J for any A E H, and for any U E U,(C). On S,(R) the concept 
of unitary-similarity-invariant norm reduces to unitary-congruence-invariant 
norm and we have similar results. As pointed out in [lo], we can use the 
techniques in [9, lo] and invoke the results in the paper to obtain characteri- 
zations of linear operators preserving unitary-congruence-invariant norms on 
S,(C) or K,(F). We have the following results. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose 11.1) is a unitary-congruence-invariant norm on 
S,,(C) and II.)) is not a scalar multiple of the Frobenius norm. Then a linear 
operator T on S,(C) preserves (1. II rf and only if there exists U E U,,(C) such 
that condition (i) of Theorem 4.2 holds with 77 = 1. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose IIf II is a unitary-congruence-invariant norm on 
K,,(F) and 11. (I is not a scalar multiple of the Frobenius norm. Then a linear 
operator T on K”(F) preserves II* 1) if and only if there exists U E U,(C) and 
q = 1 or - 1 such that condition (i) or (iii) of Theorem 4.2 holds. 
Again, if F = C we can assume n to be positive. 
One of the major reasons which enables us to apply the techniques in 
[9, lo] to obtain Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 is that there is a one-one correspon- 
dence between unitary-congruence-invariant norms on V = [S,(C) or K,(F)] 
and symmetric gauge functions on R”, namely, I]. (1 is a unitary-congruence- 
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invariant norm I]* ]I on V if and only if there is a symmetric gauge function 
g(a) on R" such that 
IIAII = g(o(A)) forall AEV. (8) 
Since there is no such correspondence for unitary-congruence-invariant 
norms on S,(R) and symmetric gauge functions, the results on linear opera- 
tors preserving unitary-congruence-invariant norms on S,(R) are quite differ- 
ent from Theorems 4.2, 6.1, 6.2. Nevertheless, we have the following. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose I]* I( is a norm on S,(R) induced by a symmetric 
gauge function g( . ) on R” as described in (8) and g( * ) is not a multiple of 
the euclidean norm. Then a linear operator T on S,,(R) preserves 11. II if and 
only if there exist U E U,(R) and 77 = 1 or - 1 such that either 
(a) condition (i) of Theorem 4.2 holds, or 
(b) n = 4, II.11 satisfies llAl[ = ]#trA)I - AlI for all A E S,(R), and con- 
dition (ii) of Theorem 4.2 holds. 
As in [9, lo] or as in Theorem 4.2, we can prove some related results on 
linear operators preserving certain sets in V[ = S,(F) or K,(F)]. Finally, we 
remark that the problem of characterizing those linear operators that pre- 
serve unitary-congruence-invariant norms on F,,,, is still open. 
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